
CLO Credit Events

A comprehensive, unique tool that can be populated with multiple 

credit events, including collateral quality compliance test failures, 

deterioration of collateral quality tests for CLO Deals, rating migrations, 

price changes and default information of CLO Assets. 

Key Features

Ability to analyze various credit events 
Users can choose which credit events to populate in the event list and alter the threshold for 
each test/event trigger.

 
Navigation to test pages 
Users can navigate to each test page quickly by clicking the test name hyperlink in the event 
list table.
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Comprehensive credit event search 
The Credit Event sheet highlights an overview of all available credit events. Users can scroll 
through various tables and click each table header to navigate to the designated event sheet.

Moody’s Investors Service Asset Rating events 
For Moody’s Investors Service Asset Rating events, the output includes the previous and 
current corporate family rating change for the issuer and the Top 5 CLO managers, Top 5 CLO 
deals with exposure to this specific asset.

All references in the table below to a credit rating are to a credit rating issued by Moody’s 
Investors Service, Inc. (“MIS”), an affiliate of Moody’s Analytics. MIS operates separately and 
independently from Moody’s Analytics, and nothing in this brochure, or in any other materials 
prepared by Moody’s Analytics, compelled or will compel MIS to issue any credit rating or 
revision thereto. MIS may, at its sole discretion and at any time, refuse to issue a credit rating, 
or if already issued, revise or withdraw any credit rating.
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